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CQout, international online market place and auction community, has 
set its sights on enticing new sellers who are currently trading 
elsewhere to sign up and list their inventory, by offering free online 
shop fronts. 

Following on closely from its 10th anniversary celebrations and a 
series of expansion plans into America, CQout has announced that it is 
offering free ShopFronts to sellers with 100 or more items in order to 
entice them onto the network and experience the many benefits which 
the community has to offer. 

The new offer means that any seller who joins up with CQout and lists 
more than 100 items will be offered a free ShopFront for one year 
worth £114 (£97 +VAT). Sellers can also use any of CQout's four bulk 
upload facilities to list their items, along with a wide range of bulk 
upload tools like the CQout Auto-Sync which is designed to make the 
process as quick and painless as possible. 

Auto-Sync is a new technology which has recently been introduced by 
CQout which aims to take away all the administrative chores 
experienced by sellers, allowing them to devote their time to servicing 
both their sales and their customers. Auto-Sync takes data 
automatically from a seller's own website to create a professional-
looking auction listing on CQout. 

This new offer forms part of CQout's plans to take on the other 
major online auctionsites. To this end CQout has firmly set its sights 



onto disaffected eBay sellers by listening to what customers and 
sellers are actually saying in order to ensure the user experience of 
CQout meets their needs. 

Siamak Bashi, CQout Managing Director commented: "The most 
important factor for Sellers to gain success is to have a large inventory 
listings for sale - the more sellers have listed, the more likely are the 
chances of buyers finding what they want therefore making sales. Our 
bulk upload facilities and now this free ShopFront offer is our way of 
helping Sellers become successful." 

About CQout: 
CQout is a UK-based, international auction company, with users in 
more than 57 countries around the world, conducting person-to-person 
and business to consumer auctions, at CQout.com, CQout.co.uk and 
CQout.ie. 

CQout's facilities enable buyers, once registered, to bid on a wide 
selection of merchandise in a selection of different auctions, including 
fancy dress and clothing auctions auctions, online car 
auctions, antiques auctions and jewelry auctions.  
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